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Abstract

Computing the motions of several moving objects in image sequences involves simultaneous mo�
tion analysis and segmentation� This task can become complicated when image motion changes
signi�cantly between frames� as with camera vibrations� Such vibrations make tracking in longer
sequences harder� as temporal motion constancy can not be assumed� The problem becomes even
more di�cult in the case of transparent motions�

A method is presented for detecting and tracking occluding and transparent moving objects�
which uses temporal integration without assuming motion constancy� Each new frame in the se�
quence is compared to a dynamic internal representation image of the tracked object� The internal
representation image is constructed by temporally integrating frames after registration based on the
motion computation� The temporal integration maintains sharpness of the tracked object� while
blurring objects having other motions� Comparing new frames to the internal representation image
causes the motion analysis algorithm to continue tracking the same object in subsequent frames�
and to improve the segmentation�

Index Terms� motion analysis� transparency� multiple motions� temporal integration� segmen�
tation�
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� Introduction

Motion analysis� such as optical �ow �HS���� is often performed on the smallest possible regions�
both in the temporal domain and in the spatial domain� Small regions� however� carry little motion
information� and such motion computation is therefore inaccurate� Analysis of multiple moving
objects based on optical 	ow �Adi�
� su�ers from this inaccuracy�

Increasing the temporal region to more than two frames improves the accuracy of the computed
optical 	ow� Methods for estimating local image velocities with large temporal regions have been
introduced using a combined spatio�temporal analysis �FJ�� Hee��� SM��� These methods assume
motion constancy in the temporal regions� i�e� motion should remain uniform in the analyzed
sequence�

The major di�culty in increasing the size of the spatial region of analysis is the possibility
that larger regions will include more than a single motion� Existing approaches for the analysis of
multiple motions can be classi�ed to methods that compute the multiple motions without using
segmentation �BBH���� BBHP��� BHK��� DP��� Shi��� SM���� and to those that separate the
motions by segmentation �MB��� PR���

Analysis of multiple motions without segmentation has been suggested using the dominant mo�

tion approach �BBH���� BHK���� which �nds the parameters of a single translation in a scene with
multiple motions without performing segmentation� The dominant motion approach has also been
used to compute two motions from three frames �BBHP���� with the assumption that the motions
remain constant in the ��frame sequence� The motions are computed between registered frame
di�erences� rather than between the original frames� The use of frame di�erences makes it possible
to avoid the segmentation problem� but introduces temporal derivatives which increase the order
of the derivatives used in this method� Another method for computing multiple motions without
segmentation uses the principle of superposition �Shi��� SM���� It provide an elegant framework
to construct motion transparency constraints from conventional single motion constraints� but re�
quires the use of high order derivatives� In another approach� a robust estimation technique for
detecting multiple translating objects �DP��� has been introduced� It assumes motion constancy
over several successive frames in the analyzed sequence�

Analysis of multiple motions using segmentation has been suggested �PR�� for the simple case
of two planar moving regions of constant depth� A more general approach with good experimental
results has been presented in a region�based tracking method �MB���� Kalman �lters are used
to predict and update the polygonal shape approximation and the �D motion parameters of the
tracked regions� Motion based segmentation �FB���� based on a statistical regularization approach
using MRF models� is being used in that approach to initially separate the moving objects�

In this paper we propose a method for detecting and tracking multiple moving objects using both
a large spatial region and a large temporal region without assuming temporal motion constancy�
When the large spatial region of analysis has multiple moving objects� the motion parameters and
the locations of the objects are computed for one object after another using segmentation� The
method has been applied successfully using parametric motion models in the image plane� such
as a�ne and projective transformations� Both transparent and occluding objects are tracked using
temporal integration of images registered according to the computed motions�

Section � describes the method for detecting the di�erently moving objects and computing their
motion parameters between two successive frames� The tools used for the motion computation and
the segmentation are described in that section� Section � describes the method for tracking the
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detected objects using temporal integration of image frames� Section � shows how this technique
is used for tracking and reconstructing transparent moving objects�
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� Detection of Multiple Moving Objects in Image Pairs

To detect di�erently moving objects in an image pair� a single motion is �rst computed� and the
object which corresponds to this motion is identi�ed� We call this motion the dominant motion�
and the corresponding object the dominant object� Once a dominant object has been detected� it
is excluded from the region of analysis� and the process is repeated on the remaining region to �nd
other objects and their motions� This section describes the methods used for object detection and
motion computation between two images�

��� The Motion Model

We use �D parametric transformations to approximate the projected �D motions of the objects on
the image plane� This assumption is valid when the di�erences in depth caused by the motions are
small relative to the distances of the objects from the camera� The choice of a �D motion model
enables e�cient motion computation and is numerically stable �since the �D problem is highly
overdetermined due to the small number of unknowns�� Full �D motion computation may be dif�
�cult and ill�conditioned �due to the very large number of unknowns � the �D motion parameters
plus the depth at each point��

Given two grey level images of an object� I�x� y� t� and I�x� y� t � ��� we use the assumption of
grey level constancy�

I�x� p�x� y� t�� y� q�x� y� t�� t� �� � I�x� y� t�� ���

where �p�x� y� t�� q�x� y� t�� is the displacement induced on pixel �x� y� by the motion of the object
between frames t and t � �� Expanding the left hand side of Equation ��� to its �rst order Taylor
expansion around �x� y� t� and neglecting all nonlinear terms yields�

I�x� p� y � q� t� �� � I�x� y� t�� pIx � qIy � It� ���

where

Ix �
�I�x�y�t�

�x
� Iy �

�I�x�y�t�
�y

� It �
�I�x�y�t�

�t
� p � p�x� y� t�� q � q�x� y� t��

Equations ��� and ��� yield the well�known constraint �HS����

pIx � qIy � It � � ���

We look for a motion �p� q� which minimize the error function at Frame t in the region of analysis
R�

Err�t��p� q� �
X

�x�y��R

�pIx � qIy � It�
�� ���
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We perform the error minimization over the parameters of one of the following motion models�

�� Translation� � parameters� p�x� y� t� � a� q�x� y� t� � d� In order to minimize Err�t��p� q��
its derivatives with respect to a and d are set to zero� This yields two linear equations
in the two unknowns� a and d� Those are the two well�known optical 	ow equations
�LK��� BAHH���� where every small window is assumed to have a single translation� In
this translation model� the entire object is assumed to have a single translation�

�� A�ne� � parameters� p�x� y� t� � a� bx� cy� q�x� y� t� � d� ex� fy� Deriving Err�t��p� q�
with respect to the motion parameters and setting to zero yields six linear equations in the
six unknowns� a� b� c� d� e� f �BBH���� BAHH����

�� Moving planar surface �a pseudo projective transformation�� � parameters �Adi�
�
BAHH���� p�x� y� t� � a � bx � cy � gx� � hxy� q�x� y� t� � d � ex � fy � gxy � hy��
Deriving Err�t��p� q� with respect to the motion parameters and setting to zero� yields eight
linear equations in the eight unknowns� a� b� c� d� e� f � g� h�

��� Processing the First Object

When the region of support of a single object in the image is known� its motion parameters can
be computed using a multiresolution iterative framework �BA��� BBH���� BBHP���� The basic
components of this framework are�

� Construction of a Gaussian pyramid �Ros���� where the images are represented in multiple
resolutions�

� Starting at the lowest resolution level�

�� Motion parameters are estimated by solving the set of linear equations to minimize
Err�t��p� q� �Equation ���� according to the appropriate motion model �Section �����
When the region of support of the object is known� minimization is done only over that
region�

�� The two images are registered by warping according to the computed motion parameters�
Steps � and � are iterated at each resolution level for further re�nement�

�� The motion parameters are interpolated to the next resolution level� and are re�ned by
using the higher resolution images�

Motion estimation is more di�cult when the region of support of an object in the image is not
known� which is the common case� It was shown in �BHK��� that the motion parameters of a single
translating object in the image plane can be recovered accurately by applying the above motion
computation framework to the entire region of analysis� using a translation motion model� This
can be done even in the presence of other di�erently moving objects in the region of analysis� and
with no prior knowledge of their regions of support� A thorough analysis of hierarchical translation
estimation is found in �BHK���� This� however� is rarely true for higher order �D parametric motion
models �e�g� a�ne� projective� etc�� which are much more sensitive to the presence of other moving
objects in the region of analysis�

Following is a procedure to compute higher order �a�ne� projective� etc� motion parameters of
an object among di�erently moving objects in an image pair�






�� Compute the dominant �D translation in the region by applying a translation computation
technique �Section ���� to the entire region of analysis� This locks onto an existing translation
in the region of analysis� In the case of a motion which is not a translation in the image plane�
the computed translation is an approximation of the motion of an object segment�

�� Segment out the region which corresponds to the computed motion �the segmentation tech�
nique is described in Section ����� This con�nes the region of analysis to a region containing
only a single motion�

�� Apply a higher order parametric motion computation �a�ne� projective� etc�� to the seg�
mented region only� to improve the motion estimation�

�� Iterate Steps ����� until convergence�

The above procedure segments a single object and computes its motion parameters using two
frames� This object will be referred to as the dominant object� and its motion as the dominant

motion� The choice of the motion model is done gradually� First a translational motion model
is used� then an a�ne motion model� and �nally a projective motion model� with segmentation
re�nements in between� In many cases an a�ne model su�ces� but since the scheme is automatic
we apply the projective model as well� This scheme could theoretically be further extended to yet
higher order parametric transformations in the image plane�

An example of a detected dominant object between two frames is shown in Figure ��e� This
sequence contains two moving objects� a 	ying helicopter and a background moving due to camera
motion� In this example� noise has strongly a�ected the segmentation� The problem of noise is
overcome once the algorithm is extended to handle longer sequences using temporal integration
�Section ���

��� Processing Other Objects

After detecting the dominant object between two images� attention is given to other objects� The
dominant object is excluded from the region of analysis� and the detection process is repeated on
the remaining parts of the image to �nd other objects and their motions parameters� More details
are found in Section ����

��� Segmentation

Once a motion has been determined� we would like to identify the region having this motion� To
simplify the problem� the two images are registered using the detected motion� The motion of
the corresponding region is cancelled after registration� and the tracked region is stationary in the
registered images� The segmentation problem reduces therefore to identifying the stationary regions
in the registered images�

In this implementation� pixels are classi�ed as moving or stationary using simple analysis based
on local normalized di�erences� A more elaborate statistical scheme �HNG��� is also possible� A
simple grey level di�erence between the registered images is not su�cient for the classi�cation for
two reasons�
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�� Regions having uniform intensity may be interpreted locally both as moving and as station�
ary� In order to classify correctly regions having uniform intensity� a multi�resolution scheme
�Ros��� is used� as in low resolution pyramid levels the uniform regions are small� Classi�ca�
tion is �rst performed on the lowest resolution level and is then interpolated to be used as
an initial classi�cation for the next resolution level� Higher resolution information is used to
update the initial classi�cation�

�� Intensity di�erence caused by motion is also a�ected by the magnitude of the gradient in the
direction of the movement� Therefore� rather than using a simple grey level di�erence as a
motion measure for classifying the pixels� the grey level di�erence normalized by the gradient
magnitude is used as a local motion measure �
��

A pixel with a high motion measure is very likely to be moving� However� a low motion measure
does not necessarily indicate that the pixel is stationary� like in the case of a motion along an edge
or in uniform regions� In order to detect stationarity� the reliability of the motion measure is
computed� A pixel is classi�ed as stationary only if its motion measure �
� is very low� and the
reliability of this measure ��� is high�

Following are the de�nitions of the motion measure and its reliability as used in the segmentation
procedure� Let I�x� y� t� and I�x� y� t � �� be the intensities of pixel �x� y� of the two registered

images at times t and t � �� and let rI�x� y� t� be the spatial intensity gradient at time t� The
motion measure M�x� y� t� used is the weighted average of the normal 	ow magnitudes over a small
neighborhood N�x� y� of �x� y� �typically a � � � neighborhood�� The weights are taken to be
jrI�xi� yi� t�j

��

M�x� y� t�
def
�

X
�xi�yi��N�x�y�

jI�xi� yi� t� ��� I�xi� yi� t�j � jrI�xi� yi� t�j

X
�xi�yi��N�x�y�

jrI�xi� yi� t�j
� � C

�
�

where the constant C is used to avoid numerical instabilities�
The reliability of the motion measure at each pixel is determined by the numerical stability of

the two well�known optical 	ow equations �LK��� BAHH����

�
�
P

Ix
�� �

P
IxIy�

�
P

IxIy� �
P

Iy
��

� �
�x
�y

�
�

�
��
P

IxIt�
��
P

IyIt�

�
���

where for each pixel �x� y� the sum is taken over the neighborhood N�x� y�� The reliability R�x� y� t�
is expressed by the inverse of the condition number of the coe�cient matrix in ����

R�x� y� t�
def
�

�min

�max

���

where �max and �min are the largest and smallest eigenvalues� respectively�

The propagation of the motion measure from the lowest resolution level to the highest resolution
level in the pyramid is performed as follows� First� all pixels at the lowest resolution level are
initialized as �unknown to be moving or stationary�� Then for each pixel at each resolution level
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in the pyramid both the local motion measure �
� and the reliability ��� are computed� If the
computed motion measure is high �i�e�� pixel is moving� or if it is low with high reliability �i�e��
pixel is stationary�� then the motion measure of the pixel at that resolution level is set to be the new
computed motion measure� Otherwise� if the local information available at the current resolution
level does not su�ce for classi�cation� then the motion measure from the previous lower resolution
level is maintained�

This algorithm yields a continuous function� which is an indication to the magnitude of the

displacement of each pixel between the two images� Taking a threshold on this function yields
partitioning of the image to moving and stationary regions� We usually choose the threshold to be
about � �i�e�� a displacement of about one pixel�� to allow for noise� The motion measures M for
several experiments are shown in Figures �� �� ��
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� Tracking Detected Objects Using Temporal Integration

The algorithm for the detection of multiple moving objects described in Section � is extended to
track detected objects throughout long image sequences� This is done by temporal integration�
without assuming temporal motion constancy� For each tracked object a dynamic internal repre�
sentation image is constructed� This image is constructed by taking a weighted average of recent
frames� registered with respect to the tracked motion �to cancel its motion�� This image contains�
after a few frames� a sharp image of the tracked object� and a blurred image of all the other objects�
Each new frame in the sequence is compared to the internal representation image of the tracked
object rather than to the previous frame� Similar temporal integration approaches� but which were
applied only to stationary background� are described in �DHA��� KB����

��� Tracking the Dominant Object

Let fI�t�g denote the image sequence� and let M�t� denote the segmentation mask of the tracked
object computed for frame I�t�� using the segmentation method described in Section ���� Initially�
M�� is the entire region of analysis� The internal representation image of the tracked object is
denoted by Av�t�� and is constructed as follows�

Av��
def
� I�� �

Av�t� ��
def
� ��� w� � I�t� �� � w � register�Av�t�� I�t� ��� �

���

where register�P�Q� denotes the registration of images P and Q by warping P towardsQ according
to the motion of the tracked object computed between them� and  � w � � �currently w � ����
Av�t� therefore maintains sharpness of the tracked object� while blurring other objects in the image�
An example of the evolution of an internal representation image of a tracked object is shown in
Figure ��

Following is a summary of the algorithm for detecting and tracking the dominant object in an
image sequence�

For each frame in the sequence �starting at t � � do�

�� Compute the dominant motion parameters between the internal representation image of
the tracked object Av�t� and the new frame I�t� ��� in the region M�t� of the tracked
object �Section ���

�� Warp the current internal representation image Av�t� and current segmentation mask
M�t� towards the new frame I�t� �� according to the computed motion parameters�

�� Identify the stationary regions in the registered images �Section ����� using the registered
maskM�t� as an initial guess� This will be the segmented region M�t��� of the tracked
object in frame I�t� ���

�� Compute the updated internal representation image Av�t � �� using Equation ���� and
continue processing the next frame�

When the motion model approximates the temporal changes of the tracked object well enough�
shape changes relatively slowly over time in registered images� Therefore� temporal integration of
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a� b� c�

d� e�

Figure �� An example of the evolution of an internal representation image of a
tracked object� The scene contains four moving objects� The tracked object is
the ball rolling from right to left�
a� Initially� the internal representation image is the �rst frame in the sequence�
b� The internal representation image after � frames�
c� The internal representation image after � frames�
d� The internal representation image after � frames�
e� The internal representation image after 
 frames� The tracked object �the
ball� remains sharp� while all other regions blur out�
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registered frames produces a sharp and clean image of the tracked object� while blurring regions
having other motions� The temporal averaging according to Equation ��� implies that the weights
of images are reduced exponentially in time� giving the highest weights to the most recent frames�
Less recent frames � which are blurred by repeated warping and for which the motion parameters
might loose their accuracy� are �forgotten� at an exponential rate�

Figure � shows an example of the evolution of an internal representation image of a tracked
object� The scene contains four moving objects� The tracked object is the ball� which is rolling
from right to left� The ball remains sharp� while all other regions gradually blur out�

Comparing each new frame to the internal representation image �e�g� Figure ��e� rather than to
the previous frame gives the Algorithm a strong bias to keep tracking the same object� Since additive
noise is reduced in the the average image of the tracked object� and since image gradients outside the
tracked object decrease substantially� both the segmentation and the motion computation improve
signi�cantly�

In the example shown in Figure �� temporal integration is used to detect and track the dom�
inant object� This sequence contains two moving objects� a 	ying helicopter and a background
moving due to camera motion� Figures ��c and ��d show the motion measure maps obtained by
the segmentation process �Section ���� for the �rst frame and after several frames� respectively�
Comparing the segmentation shown in Figure ��e to the segmentation in Figure ��f emphasizes the
improvement in segmentation using temporal integration�

Another example of detecting and tracking the dominant object using temporal integration is
shown in Figure �� In this sequence� taken by an infrared camera� the background moves due to
camera motion� while the car and the pedestrian move independently� It is evident from Figure ��c
that the tracked object is the background� as all other regions in the image are blurred by their
motion�

��� Tracking Other Occluding Objects

After detecting and tracking the �rst object� attention is directed at other objects� This is done by
applying the tracking algorithm once more� this time to the rest of the image� after excluding the
�rst detected object from the region of analysis� To increase stability� the displacement between
the centroids of the remaining regions of analysis in successive frames is given as the initial guess
for the computation of the dominant translation� This increases the chance to detect small objects
that move fast �i�e�� objects that have a small overlap between successive frames�� like the car in
the infrared sequence �Figures � and ��

The scheme is repeated recursively� until no more objects can be detected� In cases when the
region of analysis consists of many disconnected regions and the motion analysis algorithm does
not converge� the analysis is repeated on the largest connected component in the region�

In the example shown in Figure �� the second dominant object is detected and tracked� It is
evident from Figure ��b that the tracked object is the car� as all other regions in the image are
blurred by their motion�

The detection and tracking of several moving objects can be performed in parallel� with a delay
of one or more frame between the computations for di�erent objects�
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a� b�

c� d�

e� f�

Figure �� Detecting and tracking the dominant object using temporal integra�
tion�
a�b� The �rst and last frames in the sequence� Both the background and the
helicopter are moving�
c� The motion measure map between the �rst two frames� Bright regions indi�
cate a high motion measure �
d� The motion measure map after a few frames with the temporal integration
process�
e� The segmented dominant object �the background� between the �rst two
frames� Black regions are those excluded from the dominant object�
f� The segmented tracked object after a few frames using temporal integration�
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a� b�

c� d� e�

Figure �� Detecting and tracking the dominant object in an infrared image
sequence using temporal integration�
a�b� The �rst and last frames in the sequence� Both the background and the
car are moving� and a person is walking at the bottom part of the road �appears
as a dark spot at the lower part of Figure ��a�
c� The internal representation image of the tracked object �the background��
The background remains sharp with less noise� while the car and the pedestrian
blur out�
d� The motion measure map after several frames� Bright regions indicate high
motion measure�
e� The segmented tracked object �the background�� White regions are those
excluded from the tracked region�
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a� b�

c� d�

Figure �� Detecting and tracking the second object using temporal integration�
a� The initial region of analysis after excluding the �rst dominant object �from
Figure ��e��
b� The internal representation image of the second tracked object �the car��
The car remains sharp while the background and the pedestrian blur out�
c� The motion measure map after several frames� Bright regions indicate high
motion measure�
d� Segmentation of the tracked car�
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� Tracking and Reconstructing Objects in Transparent Motion

We consider a region to have transparent motions if it contains several di�erently moving image
patterns that appear superimposed� For example� moving shadows� spotlights� re	ections in water�
transparent surfaces moving past one another� etc� In this section� we show how the tracking
algorithm presented in Section ��� can be used to detect� track and reconstruct objects in the case
of transparent motions�

Previous analysis of transparency �BBHP��� DP��� Shi��� SM�� SM��� assumed constant mo�
tion over several successive frames� which excludes most sequences taken from an unstabilized
moving camera� Some methods �BBHP��� Shi��� SM��� elegantly avoid the segmentation problem�
They require� however� high order derivatives �the order increases with the number of objects��
which increases the sensitivity to noisy data�

In our work we do not assume any motion constancy� and we temporally integrate the image
frames rather than use temporal derivatives� The temporal integration provides robustness and
numerical stability� and also allows to reconstruct each of the transparent moving objects separately�

Transparent motions yield several motion components at each point� and segmentation cannot
be used to isolate one of the transparent objects� In practice� however� due to varying image
contrast� in many regions one object is more prominent than other objects� and segmentation can
be used to extract pixels which support better a single motion in the region of analysis� We use
the temporal integration scheme described in Section ��� to track the dominant transparent object�
The temporal averaging restores the dominant transparent object in the integrated image� while
blurring out the other transparent objects� making them less noticeable� Comparing each new
frame to the integrated image of the tracked object rather than to the previous frame gives the
algorithm a strong bias to keep tracking the same transparent object� as it is the only object in the
integrated image that is still similar to its image in the new frame �Figure 
��

For recovering the second transparent object� the temporal integration tracking technique is
applied once more to the sequence� after some delay� Let Av��t� denote the integrated image of the
�rst transparent object� Starting at frame I�t�� the algorithm is applied only to pixels for which
the value of jI�t��Av��t�j is high� This di�erence image has high values in regions which contain
prominent features of transparent objects in I�t� that faded out in the integrated image Av��t�� and
low values in regions which correspond to the �rst dominant transparent object� Therefore� we use
the values of the absolute di�erence image as an initial mask for the search of the next dominant
object in the temporal integration algorithm from Section ���� The tracking algorithm is applied
once again to the original image sequence� and not to frame di�erences as in �BBHP���� Now that
the algorithm tracks the second dominant object� the new internal representation image Av��t�
restores the second dominant transparent object� and blurs out the other transparent objects�
including the �rst dominant object�

In Figure 
� the reconstruction of two transparent moving objects in a real image sequence
is shown� In this sequence a moving tripod is re	ected in a glass covering a picture of 	owers�
Figure 
�c shows reconstruction of the picture of 	owers after the tripod has faded out in the
integrated image of the �rst tracked object� Figure 
�d shows reconstruction of the tripod after the
picture of 	owers has faded out in the integrated image of the second tracked object�
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a� b�

c� d�

Figure 
� Reconstruction of �transparent� objects�
a�b� The �rst and last frames in a sequence� A moving tripod is re	ected in a
glass covering a picture of 	owers�
c� The integrated image of the �rst tracked object �the picture of 	owers� after
�� frames� The picture of 	owers was reconstructed� The re	ection of the
tripod faded out�
d� The integrated image of the second tracked object �the re	ection of the
tripod� after �� frames� The re	ection of the tripod was reconstructed� The
picture of 	owers faded out�
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� Concluding Remarks

Temporal integration of registered images proves to be a powerful approach in motion analysis�
enabling human�like tracking of moving objects� The tracked object remains sharp in its integrated
image� while other objects blur out� Comparing each new frame to the integrated image of the
tracked object rather than to the previous frame gives the algorithm a strong preference to keep
tracking the same object� In case of occluding objects� this improves the accuracy of segmenta�
tion and motion computation� In case of transparent moving objects� this also yields an isolated
reconstructed image for each of the transparent tracked objects� Other objects can then be tracked�

Once good motion estimation and segmentation of a tracked object are obtained� it becomes
possible to enhance the object images� like reconstruction of occluded regions and improvement of
image resolution �IP��� IP����
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